PURPOSE-FILLED TEAS

ENERGIZE
GREEN TEA FOR ENDURANCE

6/15-ct
Item # T02715

Green tea provides the right amount of caffeine
(not too much) for get-up-and-go; ginseng helps
with focus; and ginger is an anti-inflammatory
that reduces weakness and fatigue. Go get ‘em!

HYDRATE
HERBAL THIRST QUENCHER

6/15-ct
Item # T02415

This restorative, caffeine-free blend combines
hibiscus, spearmint, licorice root and blackcurrant
to slay your thirst, cool you down, relieve fatigue,
and boost energy. It’s deeply drinkable!

DETOX
HERBAL TEA FOR RECOVERY

6/15-ct
Item #T02815

These 14 powerhouse ingredients are perfect
after a workout … or a big night, for that matter.
Rooibos, ginger, sprilulina, and hibiscus are known
to restore electrolytes and reduce inflammation!

INVIGORATE
PEPPERMINT-LEMON MOOD BOOSTER
Get a spring in your step, without the caffeine
buzz. This blend has peppermint for concentration,
lemon oil for positivity, lemongrass for digestion,
and nettle for immunity. It’s an anytime pick-me-up!

6/15-ct
Item #T03115

PURPOSE-FILLED TEAS

Fill Your Shelf With Purpose
Clean, Functional Ingredients
Sugary drinks are out.
Clean ingredients are in.
That means no artificial
colors or flavors; transparency in ingredients;
less sugar. 1

Convenience
is King
Bagged teas outsell loose. 2

PURPOSE-FILLED TEA sachets
are ultra-convenient. They brew
hot or infuse cold. Just pop a
sachet in a water bottle and let
steep for 1hr+!

PURPOSE-FILLED TEAS
are blends packed with
powerhouse ingredients.
All good stuff. NO added sugar
or sweeteners, just dried fruit
and herbs.

Purpose Matters

90%

of U.S. consumers say they
would switch brands to one
associated with a cause,
given comparable price
and quality. 3

Our PURPOSE is protecting the wild places we love.
1% of sales of these teas is donated to Protect Our
Winters, the leading climate advocacy group of
the snowsports community. We live and play in
the mountains, and the snow in the mountain
ranges all over the world provides life-sustaining
water to the world's populations.

Learn more at
twoleavestea.com/POW
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